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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Tropical Storm Eta in the southeastern Gulf is forecast to curve to the north today and tomorrow. During this time, the deeper 
waters of the eastern Gulf could receive strong tropical storm force to potentially low-end hurricane force winds through 
tomorrow before Eta begins to weaken due to a highly unfavorable tropical environment in the northeastern Gulf. Rough seas 
can be expected across this region, with very rough wave heights near the center of Eta. Deep convection around the center 
of the storm will also allow for a higher threat for heavy showers and a few strong thunderstorms. Additionally, a moderate 
threat for waterspouts along the path of the storm cannot be ruled out. Farther west, very dry air will maintain a generally 
low threat for shower and thunderstorm activity. Gentle to moderate winds are forecast across the western and central Gulf 
as well as slight to moderate seas between 3 to 6 feet.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Similar conditions are expected across the western and central Gulf during the later portion of the week with gentle to 
moderate winds. A cold front is expected to push through the northwestern Gulf Wednesday into Thursday, shifting winds 
from an ENE direction to northerly. However, due to the weak nature of the front, winds should remain at moderate speeds 
during this time. Slight to moderate seas are expected to decrease further to smooth to slight levels later this week. Enhanced 
conditions from Eta across the deep-sea waters of the eastern Gulf should also ease by the weekend, with elevated winds and 
seas remaining along coastal waters through Saturday as the system weakens into a tropical depression or remnant low prior 
to making landfall over the northeastern Gulf coast. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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